COME FOR THE FUN. STAY FOR THE LESSONS.
ADD YOUR VOICE WHILE WE LEARN HOW TO MAKE CHANGE TOGETHER.

PRIDE · AWARENESS · ACTIVISM · MUSIC · FILM

9:00 REGISTRATION/BREAKFAST PROTEST SIGNS
10–11 CAMPUS PARADE
11– STUDENT MEMORIAL CENTER
12:30 COFFEE/BREAKOUT SESSIONS
12:30 LUNCH/PROTEST TURNSTILES
2–3:30 BREAKOUT SESSIONS
3:45 LET’S ROCK THE HOUSE OUTDOOR PERFORMANCES
5:45 DINNER
7:00 MOVIE- DEFIANT LIVES
8:30 ALAN HOLDSWORTH DISABILITY ACTIVIST
PA Inclusive Higher Education Consortium
Disability Stigma and Inclusive Education in Philadelphia

**DISABILITY PRIDE DAY 2018**

Designed as a day of self-determination, agency, empowerment and a personal path forward. This day is particularly relevant for college students with disability and those participating in Inclusive Postsecondary curriculums. Students will have an opportunity to strengthen their voice in partnership with leaders from the disability rights movement.

**REGISTER TODAY!**
PIHEC.regfox.com/disability-pride-and-empowerment

---

**MONDAY, APRIL 16**

**USE YOUR VOICE FOR CHANGE!**

**PRIDE • AWARENESS ACTIVISM • MUSIC FILM**

6 – 8:30 pm - Student Memorial Center
Talk-Back with Alan Holdsworth, Disability Rights Activist, following the film

Defiant Lives is a triumphant film full of extraordinary characters who put their lives on the line to create a better and very different world where everyone regardless of impairment is valued and can participate.

**FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT: GABRIELA HAGIU**
717-871-7357 ghagiu@millersville.edu

---
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